Does this issue satisfy one of CalTravel’s advocacy priorities?

- YES: CalTravel may not take action on the issue
- NO: CalTravel may consider sponsoring legislation

Does it affect multiple parts of the state?

- YES: Contact your state senator or assemblymember
- NO: CalTravel may monitor the bill but may not take a position at this time

Is there reasonable belief that our members may hold divergent opinions?

- NO: CalTravel may monitor the bill but may not take a position at this time
- YES: CalTravel may join a coalition, sign on to letters, give “me too” testimony, and lobby as needed

Is the outcome likely to change if CalTravel takes a position on the issue?

- YES: CalTravel may join a coalition, sign on to letters, give “me too” testimony, and lobby as needed
- NO: CalTravel may consider sponsoring legislation

Is CalTravel the best and only option for ensuring a positive outcome for the industry?

- YES: CalTravel may join a coalition, sign on to letters, give “me too” testimony, and lobby as needed
- NO: CalTravel may consider sponsoring legislation

Is there existing legislation that can be amended?

- YES: CalTravel may join a coalition, sign on to letters, give “me too” testimony, and lobby as needed
- NO: CalTravel may consider sponsoring legislation